Supping the waters of Liffey

IRELAND’S government in March published proposals to change copyright law – and, even more so than those under consultation in the UK, these appear designed largely to serve the interests of Google. Like the UK, Ireland proposes to legalise “private copying” (good) but without the “fair compensation” demanded by EU law (bad).

The Irish government recognises that it cannot bring in so-called “fair use”, the vague US legal doctrine much beloved of Google because it means anyone objecting to copying of their work has to raise hundreds of thousands, or more, to get a court to decide whether the use is in fact “fair” (see “Prof vs prof” below). So it proposes making Ireland’s law just a bit vaguer, and lobbying to change European law. Both the NUJ and the European Federation of Journalists have responded to the proposal, the latter pointing out that its claim to promote “innovation” is meaningless without support for those who actually innovate – such as journalists – over those who would organise all the world’s information without asking and sell ads alongside it. Look out for the responses at www.londonfreelance.org/ar

Prof vs prof in e-book copying battle

A US FEDERAL court has rejected 94 of 99 claims by publishers of copyright violation by Georgia State University in use of “e-reserves” – electronic copies of articles and book chapters. Judge Orinda Evans ruled that the copies were by “fair use” – the ill-defined US rule allowing use of work without permission or payment that Google would like to introduce into Europe. UK “fair dealing” law sets out more clearly what people can do with your work.

Judge Evans also imposed a limit of 10 percent of a book being used and said that publishers may have more claims against college and university e-reserves if they offer convenient, reasonably priced permissions. The association of university presses backed the publishers, and said it was “premature and unwise for anyone to declare victory or defeat.” That would tend to suggest an appeal.

E-book economics in court

IN JANUARY Apple announced a partnership with publishers McGraw Hill Education, Pearson and other publishers to sell e-book versions of academic textbooks via the i-Tunes store and its i-Books app. Some fear this fulfils the prophecy of the late Steve Jobs, who told his biographer “textbooks are an $8 billion industry ripe for digital destruction”. The first such i-Book textbooks appeared in January. Some seem not to be sales of books to keep, but one-academic-year licenses for US$14.99.


The case centres on the “agency model” for e-book pricing, in which the publishers – not the e-retailers – determine the price to the consumer. Were publishers “induced” by Apple to adopt an agency model? Classical economics predicts that the implication of retailers setting e-book prices is to drive these toward the marginal cost of a copy: roughly zero. See www.londonfreelance.org/ll/1106eboo.html for more on the murk of e-book pricing.
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Google wants more photos for free

GOOGLE is targeting freelancers to take part in its new business photography service – and offering terms that prove they’re still not interested in respecting copyright.

Not content with threatening the copyright system, making millions of books available of online without permission of authors or publishers, Google has turned its attentions to photographers with its Business Photos scheme.

Google Places wants small businesses to register and upload panoramic images of their workplaces. It’s a natural extension to Google Maps and Street View. And through Business Photos, the world’s biggest search engine is using photographers to obtain images for their business listings service for the ground-breaking price of, well, nothing.

In a nutshell, Google asks photographers to shell out around £1500 for specialist 360-degree panoramic gear and editing software, to contact prospective business clients directly, to hand the images produced over to Google for free, and to give away copyright to the business owner.

Oh, and any liability issues fall at the photographer’s feet too.

It’s a business-model only Google would try and pull off. But at the time of writing Google had already signed up 22 UK photographers.

The photographer does get to negotiate a fee directly with the client – but that could be done without Google. The photographer gets the “opportunity” – and I use the term uncomfortably – to call themselves a Trusted Photographer.

While registering for Google Places is free, Google aims to rake in cash from local business by persuading them to sign-up for extras. They are using freely-obtained – and quite expensive – photography to drive the venture. A single 360-degree panoramic image should cost between £250 and £500.
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So – is copyright hard?

Without the protection of copyright law, freelances would have little to sell. So it’s important.

The idea that copyright is hard to understand mostly benefits lawyers. The Freelance reports developments in the field as they come up: naturally, these tend to be at the edges of the subject.

So with this issue we present our cut-out-and-keep guide.

We believe it answers almost your day-to-day questions.